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New insights from biology, behavioral science and economics have, over the last 50
years, turned ideas about human beings upside down. Especially the notion of Homo
Economicus – the idea that we all have narrow self-interest as a goal in everything we
do – has been changed.
In this book, Wegard Harsvik and Ingvar Skjerve introduce us to an opposite to Homo
Economicus:  Homo Solidaricus. The book shows that selfishness and self-gain must
be prevailing as the idea of Homo Economicus is wrong.

It introduces new knowledge that shows cooperation is fundamental to us as a
species. The authors let us see how this must also have consequences for how we
discuss politics and create good societies. Solidarity and community is not a fight
against human nature. It is deeply rooted in us.

'The book Homo solidaricus will kill
the notion of the selfish (…) All in all,
this is a fine summary of why Homo
Solidaricus should be recognized as
the opposite of the selfish person'

Finansavisen

'a thought-provoking and good book.'

Vårt Land

'An excellent ideological weapon for
progressive forces fighting for a
more just world.'

Radikal Portal

'(...) published in Danish at a time
when there can hardly be a greater
need for it. It raises a number of
basic questions, which concern us
all, and which can help to create
movement in the Danish debate on
how we shape society with Homo
Solidaricus.'

Magisterbladet, Denmark
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